2012 Health & Disability Sector NGO-MoH Forum:
Health Care in the Community – Connections, Collaboration & Challenges

Notes from afternoon group discussions of
barriers to effectiveness and collaboration
For a brief description of each of the ten issues, see the file at
www.ngo.health.govt.nz/moh.nsf/Files/ngo-2012/$file/barrier-descriptions-for-discussion.pdf
or read more detail in the How NGOs Make a Difference to Health Care in the Community report.
1. Multiple audits (with Chris)
&
2. Contractual compliance burden (with Rob)


High trust contracts



Combining cross ministry contracts into one and combining auditing processes



Compliance processes add little value to service delivery



‘Outcomes’ contracting – is this happening?



Introduce procedure of peer review – contributes to collaboration development and more
cost effective



Audits are about minimum standards being achieved and demonstrating compliance – not
about development and adding value



There is an increasing emergence of micro-management



Contracts of 1 year lift compliance and contracting costs hugely – need to be 2-3 years at
least



Inconsistency of auditing – consistency is on minimal value add to the organisation/service
development



Multiple reporting needs to be addressed



Proposition: industry regulated
bodies – managing auditing,
quality improvement/development



Policies/procedures need to be
regarded as primarily a guide for
staff, rather than to meet auditing
requirements



Utilise information/reports already
collected by providers, rather than an arbitrarily set of different information – should the
contract outcome dominate thinking or the client outcome?



We are increasingly needing to adapt client needs to contract requirements – need to
reverse this



KEY MESSAGE TO MINISTER/DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF HEALTH:
Organisations that have 3 year contracts automatically shift to a high trust contract and
(as specified in the contract) will be peer reviewed.
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3. Diverse, sometimes disconnected sector (with Barb)
&
4. NGOs a big unknown to GPs and others (with Anne)


MoH to talk to people at the coalface (all NGOs) with experience of the issue/agency with
experience
o When developing new services, identify key NGOs to talk to



ACC facilitated a bi-monthly
knowledge cafe in Auckland to
understand end-to-end process for
clients. (Went on for 12 months)



Medtech (software at a GP level) can
help NGOs become known – but
expensive ($25k a year is a barrier).
Needs to be more accessible.



MoH resourcing for staff is not
adequate to facilitate networking/
collaboration. Numbers of NGOS vs numbers of DHB/MoH.



Are there IT solutions? (eg: the Southern DHB example presented by Joanne Hayes). Smarter
use of technology – people looking for services support. (eg: www.grownups.co.nz)



Develop networks based on issues. Ageing population is increasingly using IT.



Access to shared health record (as required) for clients who have lots of providers



Cross-agency governance boards at regional level including local govt, govt depts., NGOs
and iwi.

5. How can small NGOs develop enduring relationships with govt? (with Joyce-Anne)


The Kia Titahi Standing Together Relationship Accord is a new vehicle/new door/opportunity
– a lot of organisations are still not aware of it



Instruction from Minister – DHBs/PHOs need to be working with NGOs



NGOs need to be recognised as a respected partner



Medical model vs social model

 Barriers between NGO & NGO
Challenges


People change



Roles change



DHBs and PHOs are working
together but are leaving out the
NGO/communities



Barrier from professionals – not
informing/including etc NGOs



Privacy Act stopped referring
from govt to NGOs (many are
service providers).
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6. MoH, DHBs and PHOs hard to navigate (with Caroline)


Independent person to navigate through the system with the individual – can be life long



Morning teas – information sharing within the organisations



Ministry needs to work on improving
communication between MoH, DHBs and
PHOs that will help lead to improvements
out to NGOs



Two-way communication during process
development



Who is the lead agency?



Identify where the leadership is



Communication!

7. Sharing innovations across sector and regions (with Judi)
To MoH


Contractual compliance restricts innovation,
creativity, accountability, regional to national



Want contractual flexibility – promotes innovation
and collaboration



Not-for-profit (dividend!)



Trust – risk taking, evidence, diverse partners



Cross Ministry collaboration



Business to business discussions



Consumer driven innovation empowerment



Transparency, effective communication



Funder responsibilities – celebrate success and
innovation – spread the word



What exists?



Clearing houses – innovation



Social media: YouTube – way of communicating,
Twitter – intro, etc



App – phones – info



Knowing each others’ roles, expertise, connecting
together



Open to sharing innovation



Social innovation hub – Enspiral (Wgtn)



Eg: Health Sector Day – info



Open day, Gala Days



Service navigators



Register on Webhealth
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8. Tapping into social sector to address causes (with Shaun)

















National govt offering opportunity
Need to learn successful interagency projects (all ministries)
Criteria to access services in NGO sector exacerbates gap between primary/secondary
health
Little priority to community development – little resources – less opportunity to be involved
in prevention/promotion
People falling through gaps in services - NGO working to try to bridge gaps – often
unrecognised
Often issues of lack of information for consumers
We know the Ministry/govt want evidence – but keep changing goalposts.
Personnel change within Ministry leads to different requirements
Attitude of huge DHB/ministries to risk/change/innovation
Accessing wider stakeholders – police/employment/housing/CYFs
Organisations that concern themselves with known social determinants: Salvation Army,
poverty orgs, city missioner, social housing providers – needs to be planned, strategic,
action-focused
Reduction in audits/reporting needed by NGOs
Reduction in NGOS with little rationale not!
Communication of information between agencies for the benefit of consumers and develops
community
Community coming together to share concerns and act.

Example of good practice





Horowhenua youth services and social sector trial: NGOs + education, justice, health, MSD &
local govt – to address YP risk, alch/drugs, truancy, health, criminal involvement
Challenges:
o Agreeing what’s wrong, outcomes,
restrictions to evidence
o Feelings of threat to NGO funding
o Who leads
o Supporting successful agency
Learning:
o Need for robust planning support
o High level of engagement (YP + family)
o Getting players around table
o Action planning (not airy/fairy)
o Keep a fast pace
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9. NGO voice in governance and planning (with Mark)
Ideas and strategies


Opportunities for forums has reduced



The creation of ‘peak bodies; that communicate
on behalf of members



Accountability in documentation to
communicate meaningfully with NGOs



Look at availability within DHBs and MoH to
spend time and resources in getting input



Use IT processes to seek and collect input



NGOs to be proactive in offering input



Forming commissioning groups to inform policy



Older people need separate representation (not part of disability)



Opportunities to give input to policies like ‘child health’ are working with some DHBs



NGOs to give collective responses to consultation document



This forum to be given power as conduit

10. Service duplication & perceptions of competition (with Jackie)


NGOs also duplicate services



Tendering processes? How does it happen?



Competitive tendering is returning



More conversation



Maintain choice?



Moving of public health money to primary
health purse



Objectives of organisation than the big
broad objectives



Personnel change very infrequent – memory, resource, lack of respect, arrogance

 Stick together to the knitting and knit well
Strategy


Consultation, collaboration, connections



Government dept fit to contract?



Government request evidence of NGO
consultation



Kia Tutahi group within MoH



Huge amount of competence in the sector
and can take leaderships



Let NGOs help get people to meetings



Support ‘collaboration’ investment in time and expertise to support ‘back room functions’ –
DHBs/NGOs
Look outside for different models of collaboration
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